
Graftsmanship r Crossbow

One precision sports weapon
symbolizes Swiss quality - the crossbow.
Legend has it that the Swiss
Gonfederation began with a shot
from a crossbow.
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The farnous shot
The modern cross-
bow is a precision
sport weapon. At

his workshop in
Zurich, Bruno

Winzeler assem-
bles them by hand

from 40 different
parts.

I lDas warTells Geschoss" ('that
I Ir r was Tell's shot' or. irr the ver-

nacular, 'nice one, Williaml')
The exclamation springs readily to
Swiss German lips whenever a foot-
ball whams befween goalposts or
shatters a pane of glass. It was part
of an education; a formative part of
younger years. It was cool before
cool existed. Believe it or not. "that

wasTell's shot!" is actually a quota-
tion from Schiller. And it all had to
do with the contraptionwith which
li:ll ttreatened his posterity in Hod-
Ier's painting.

This, then, is the fabled Swiss
crossbow.The young Swiss, Simon
Beyeler, daims *rat it is "the most ac-
curate ofall weapons" and, as a Eu-
ropean crossbow champion, he
should know. As precise as a Swiss
watch.

The best place to test the ana-
logy is Höngg, an outer suburb of
the city of Zurich. In the unlikely
venue of a ground floor dwelling is
a scene reminiscent of the ex-
perimentation garages of the Sili-
conValley pioneers.

BrunoWinzeler, a friendly 60-
year-old with a bristly beard,
beckons me into his place of work.
Files, papers, plans, books and cor-
respondence litter the premises.
But, unlike the garage hideouts of
the undiscovered Californian geni-
uses, here success is already flaunted.
Benchtops are awash with prize
cups and photos; award certificates
plaster the walls. A couple of cross-
bows are lying about. br the confines
of this universe lives and works a
man who has ttre finest detail stored
in his head. The heroic Tell with
crossbow as depicted by the Swiss
painter Ferdinand Hodler (1853 -

I 9 1 8), would be at a loss here. Bur
here, too, he would find the most
modern, most reliable weapons to
nansffx the apple on the head of his
childWalter. So ler us leave legend
aside for a moment. "The parallel

berween watchmaking *d .rorr-
bow production fascinates me,"
confesses Winzeler. "We make
around a hundred hi-tech weapons
every year. But these are not luxury
goods. The very dearest crossbow

comes with a price tag of just over
5000 Swiss francs.They are sports
items.t'

Winzeler's crossbows carry off
90 percent of all the medals. He
practically dominates ttris traditional
niche market. Generations of Schil-
ler fans have handed down their
knowledge of the crossbow with
the amazed exclamation of Go-
vernor Gessler ("nice one, Wil-
liam)!" For a long time it was also a
symbol of Swiss quality work,
which the cor:ntry has rediscovered
in recent years and launched as
"Swiss Label."

The present-day crossbow is a
descendant of the medieval arbalest
or arblast, from the Latin arco bal-
Iisa (bow and military engine) and
Old French arbaleste. In the epic
Mafia ff]m "The Godfather," a killer
remembers it as a noiseless murder
weapon.The earliest known depic-
tion ofa crossbow is on a Chinese
grave relief,, predating the Christian
era by 200 years. The weapon was
used in hunting and at war until the
l5th century. As Winzeler wryly
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notes, crossbow makers in the OId
Confederation were "exempt from
all taxes." He took over the small and
neat workshop from his äther in
1984, and explains the connection.
"He once won a crossbow as a orize.
And because he was good with his
hands and did not like the crossbow;
he began to improve it. Then he
was seized by a desire to create a
new weapon from scratch. His
fellow association-members also
wanted a new one. So it grew very
slowly from hobby to part-time
job.There are three of us these days,
with two part-tlmers."

Bobsleigh riders, for example,
make a great fuss about incredible
technological secrecy in theü niche.
What about the crossbow? Says
Winzeler, "some marketing guru
once said: do something well and
talk about it. In other words, if you
deveiop somettring, you also have to
be willing to speak about it. As a

micro-business, there's one thing I
cannot understand: why big com-
panies outsource certain things
which represent their knowledge. I
see that as a highly dangerous trend,
though it does save costs at the mo-
ment. If you look at a crossbow
component, you can readily mea-
sure and copy it. But the heat tech-
nology behind it is something we'-
re not prepared to revea-I. "

Assembling a crossbow proves
to be a complex puzde.There are 40
pars and working processes. "We've

lilted some parts Ilom the sports rif-
le manufacturers, such as foresight
mount, rearsight and diopter. The
string attachments come from the
USA and the bowstrings themselves
from Finland. I have used wood for
my shafts since I 97 1 - only beech.
Wood is süong, more stable, and
stretches less. It's a very modern
material, because it is äbrous. I use
lameilae - layers are much better. I
have patented the electronic trigger.
I used to supply many bows to
China, but I'm under no illusion.
Patent or no patent, they will copy
it if they're interested."

The bolt is always part of a cross-
bow. It is a combination of firing
apparatus and projectile. The cross-
bow bolt has a stabilized centre of
gravity, unlike a rifle bullet, which
is spin-stabi l ized. "Our biggest re-
volution in the past decade has been
to develop a crossbow bolt which is
93 percent fungsten. It deviates only

half as much in the wind as Dre-
vious models." A 30-metre cross-
bow weighs less than 9 kilograms.
The draw force of the bow is 140
kilograms; 18 kilograms during
drawing.

In a competition, 30 shots are
fired standing over 90 minutes;
then 30 kneeling.This
meals kneeling for an Winzeler crossbow
hour and a half, A Winzeler costs between
which takes training. CHF 3950 (for the 1O-metre
Lack of fitness in an model) and CHF 5330 (for
archer leads to loss of the 3O-metre model).
concentration. In ad- Address: Bruno Winzeler,
verse conditions, Brunnwiesenstrasse 56
specifically wind, it is CH-8049 Zurich
necessary to wait with wvwv.winzeler.ch
the bow cocked.
which can prove Crossbow archery
stressful."Firingme- lnternationalCrossbow
ans optimization, Shooting Union:
constantlydeciding, www.iau-crossbow.org
hitting a targer in a Swiss federation:
given time.When we wwweasv.ch
say our work is tar-
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Bruno Winzeler
(left), Switzerland's

leading crossbow
maker, took over

the tiny workshop
from his father.

The crossbow has
been known for

over 2000 years:
even Leonardo da
Vinci played with

the conceot. albeit
on a grander scale

(sketch far left).

get-oriented, we mean just that!"
But he adds, "a calm human being
is very unusual. It's a case of mind
over matter. Shooting is a static ac-
tivity It seems to be nothing com-
pared with a marathon run. It is al-
most something metaphysical, con-
templative.An archer is ttrornin back
on his ornm resources. After a good
competition, you can't remember a
*Ling: the concentration is so in-
tense. Ifyou shoot badly, you can re-
member everything."

No licence is required for a
crossbow in Switzerland. "But there
are teachers who associate shoot-
ing, induding archery and the cross-
bow with killing. The two are
completely unrelated," explains
Winzeler. "You shoot against your-
sel{ agairst your ornm insufficiencies.
The problem with archery, with a
crossbow, is that you cannot allay
your own nerves, let offsteam with
a good scene, as in football. Shooting
is much more like a meditation."
Winzeler has taught machinery
draughtsmen. Having graduated
IlomWinter*rurTechnical College as
a mechanical engineer, he spent
seven years working in the packing
machinery industry He lived for a
relatively long, period in Brazil,
where he met his wife and still orn'ns
an apartment. "I've got a work
nermit  hn l l

But the future of crossbow
shooting is young, like Iröne and
Simon Beyeler flom Schwarzenburg.
They are brother and sister, and look

European champions
Brother and sister Simon (23)

and lrene (21)Beyeler
from Schwaaenburg in the canton

of Bern are Switzerland's leading
crossbow exoonents.

Both have won numerous titles
and are reigning

European champions.
Apad from their sporting interests,

they both have professional
careers, working at the same bank

in Schwaaenburq.
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llorossbow shooting
is more an act of meditation
than an ac|on, ,,

Iike Hansel and Gretel - very youth-
ful, with straw-blond haia pale and
earnest. He is 23. she is 2 1 . Both are
European champions. They often
train together, indeed they both
work part-time at the same banl< in
the village. He is a 70% part-timer;
she is 90%. He is in the credit
department, and she is a teller.

Simon noticed an advertisement
for a crossbow course in the village.
He tried it and remained hooked.
Iröne went out of curiosity, as a
spectator, and fell for the sport too.
Both now shoot mainly with air
guns and small-calibre weapons -

disciplines with Olyrnpic prospects.
On *ris cool first of May, they packed
a gas stove in the car when they set
out up the Hönggerberg for the
competition. Simon is just under
1.7 metres tall and weighs in at 60
kilos. His yonnger sister, Iröne, is a
featherweight 51 kilos, and feels
the cold. Each of the fwo fires "be-

rween 15,000 and 20,000 shots"
every year, of which 2000 are with
a crossbov4, "the most acfllrate wea-
pon," as Simon emphasizes.This is
one reason why it is a pleasure to
use.The ten on the target has a dia-
meter of iust 6 millimetres.

They have also been wondering,
for a long time, how to make cross-
bows popular outside the limits of
'click-pop' in a fairground stand.
Biathlon was a miracle, suddenly
becoming a television attraction
with large viewing figures, because
of the shooting and penalry rounds.
"The public want five minutes of
maximum action,rr points out
Simon, "direct competitions, duels. "

They want exciternent, Iike Schjller's
WilliamTell on the stage:

Tell: loads crossbow and fits

arrow.
"Clear the wav! Make rooml"
And suddenly, during the long

argument befween Gessler and Ru-
denz, Stauffacher calls: "The apple
has fallen!"

Rösselmann (priest): "The boy
is alive!"

Many voices: "The apple is hit!"
Gessler, the governor, later: "That

wasTell's shot!"
Schiller himself demystifies the

apple shot in the Hamburg man-
uscript, formerly known as the
Weimar Inspection Book: "N.8.Tell

does not really shoot; he just releas-
es, as the arrow cannot be seen in
the air." lwc
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